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SHORTLISTED FOR THE 2016 KOBO
EMERGING WRITER PRIZEMost of the
things Pillow really liked to do were
obviously morally wrong. He wasnt an
idiot; clearly it was wrong to punch people
in the face for money. But there had been
an art to it, and it had been thrilling and
thoughtful for him. The zoo was also evil, a
jail for animals whod committed no crimes,
but he just loved it. The way Pillow figured
it, love wasnt about goodness, it wasnt
about being right, loving the very best
person, having the most ethical fun. Love
was about being alone and making some
decisions.Pillow loves animals. Especially
the exotic ones. Which is why he chooses
the zoo for the drug runs he does as a
low-level enforcer for a crime syndicate
run by Andre Breton. He doesnt love his
life of crime, but he isnt cut out for much
else, what with all the punches to the head
he took as a professional boxer.And now
that hes accidentally but sort of happily
knocked up his neighbor, he wants to get
out and go straight. But first theres the
matter of some stolen coins, possibly in the
possession of George Bataille, which leads
Pillow on a bizarre caper that involves
kidnapping a morphine-addled Antonin
Artaud, some corrupt cops, a heavy dose of
Surrealism, and a quest to see some
giraffes.Andrew Battershill is a writer and
teacher currently living in Columbus, Ohio.
A graduate of the University of Torontos
MA in creative writing program, he was
the fiction editor and co-founder of
Dragnet Magazine.
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MyPillow: Official My Pillow Site NO MORE FLUFFING The Purple Pillow is made with Hyper-Elastic Polymer and
arranged in a head-specific Smart Comfort Grid so it will never break none Shop our comfortable pillows for your ever
changing needs. Compare and choose from body pillows, memory foam, knee, neck, contour, cooling pillows & more!
GitHub - python-pillow/Pillow: The friendly PIL fork (Python Imaging The Casper Pillow is designed to deliver
ultimate comfort and support for sleep. News for Pillow Items 1 - Shop Target for throw pillows you will love at great
low prices. Free shipping on orders $35+ or free same-day pick-up in store. Pillow Pillow (PIL Fork) 3.1.2
documentation - Read the Docs Enjoy free shipping and easy returns every day at Kohls. Find great deals on Pillows at
Kohls today! Pillow Pillow (PIL Fork) 4.1.1 documentation Pillow is the friendly PIL fork by Alex Clark and
Contributors. PIL is the Python Imaging Library by Fredrik Lundh and Contributors. Documentation Status Travis none
No more lumpy foam, stabby feathers, and melty memory foam. Introducing the Purple Pillow, the first innovation in
pillows since geese. Enjoy our 100 Night Images for Pillow Results 1 - 20 of 20 Cozy up with your favorite pillow! We
offer a variety of pillows that are sure to fit your comfort and needs. Sleep soundly with a gel, memory MyPillow
Premium Results 1 - 3 Discover Bed Pillows & Positioners on at a great price. Our Bedding category offers a great
selection of Bed Pillows Bed Pillows Casper &Pillow An amazingly soft and supportive foam pillow Tuft &
Needle Pillow is the friendly PIL fork by Alex Clark and Contributors. version Number of PyPI downloads
https:///repos/python-pillow/Pillow/ Code health. Pillows - Shop The Best Deals For Jun 2017 - Overstock Shop the
pillow store at for down pillows, down alternative pillows, memory foam bed pillows and more. Buy now. Free
shipping on Pillow Pillow (PIL Fork) 3.4.2 documentation - Read the Docs Throw Pillows : Target Items 1 - 24 of
123 Choose a firm & wide pillow with a lot of height or a gusset, which is an insert that adds extra height above the
seam. It provides natural Pillows Kohls Made with our patented interlocking fill Adjusts to your exact individual needs
Machine washable and dryable 10-Year Warranty 60-Day Money Back Guarantee Pillows: Pregnancy Body, Wedge,
Memory Foam & Down Alternatives Results 1 - Pillows : Ensure that you have a comfortable nights sleep with the
right pillow. Free Shipping on orders over $45! Pillow - Wikipedia Too Comfortable To Describe. Youll never know
until you sleep on it. Try our pillow with free, zero-hassle returns. If you dont like it for any reason, simply ship it Shop
Bed Pillows & Positioners This is the home of Pillow, the friendly PIL fork. PIL is the Python Imaging Library. If you
have ever worried or wondered about the future of PIL, please stop. Purple Pillow - Purple - Purple Mattress A pillow
is used to sleep on and support the head/neck or other parts of the body while sleeping, lying down or sitting. In
addition, pillows have decorative uses Pillows Joss & Main Shop Joss & Main for stylish Pillows to match your unique
tastes and budget. Enjoy Free Shipping on most stuff, even big stuff. Pillows, Position Pillows Tempur-Pedic Back
sleepers, side sleepers, hug-your-pillow sleepers, theres a pillow here made just for you. Choose from pillows filled with
down and feathers, memory foam Bed Pillows : Target Pillow Vacation Rental Management on Airbnb,
HomeAway, VRBO Pillow is the friendly PIL fork by Alex Clark and Contributors. PIL is the Python Imaging Library
by Fredrik Lundh and Contributors. Documentation Status Travis AXAG Pillow, softer - IKEA Pillow is the industry
leader for vacation rental services, airbnb management, property cleaning and more. Bed Pillows - IKEA IKEA AXAG, Pillow, softer, , This pillow has less filling and is suitable if you like to sleep on a softer -care pillow with a
brushed microfiber fabric for a
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